 A long planting window for soybeans leads to a large range of planting date (PD) and soybean maturity (MG) choices. Soybean cultivars are grouped by MG to reflect different time requirements until harvest.  Early planting often results in greater expected returns but increases return risk for producers (drought avoidance and early to market)  Optimization of risk-return options can be pursued using portfolio theory where the cost of risk reduction associated with a producer moving from a return-maximizing MG × PD combination to a planting portfolio with less risk can be quantified by estimating an efficient frontier where returns are maximized subject to a given level of risk  Data from planting date trials using soybean from MG III to VI across nine locations are used to show risk-return "tradeoffs" for MG and PD
Introduction
 A long planting window for soybeans leads to a large range of planting date (PD) and soybean maturity (MG) choices. Soybean cultivars are grouped by MG to reflect different time requirements until harvest.  Early planting often results in greater expected returns but increases return risk for producers (drought avoidance and early to market)  Optimization of risk-return options can be pursued using portfolio theory where the cost of risk reduction associated with a producer moving from a return-maximizing MG × PD combination to a planting portfolio with less risk can be quantified by estimating an efficient frontier where returns are maximized subject to a given level of risk  Data from planting date trials using soybean from MG III to VI across nine locations are used to show risk-return "tradeoffs" for MG and PD
Objectives
 Demonstrate production risk reduction by diversifying from the profitmaximizing MG × PD choice to a portfolio of several MG × PD  Illustrate similarities and differences in risk-return tradeoffs across nine locations with variation in production environment  Four PD with two middle PD spaced as evenly as possible between earliest and latest PD typical PD for a particular location  Soil water deficits calculated using weather data from each location, with soil-specific deficit thresholds trigger irrigation applied  Seed yield, oil and protein concentration are tracked to measure quantity and quality of production in conjunction with a seasonally adjusted 10 yr avg soybean, soybean oil and meal prices.
Methods

Results & Discussion
 Observations reaching harvest maturity before the 37 th week of the year received a premium based on seasonal price effect  Early planting resulted in higher average producer risk 
